To create a universal system for the control of gene expression, we have studied methods for the construction of novel polydactyl zinc finger proteins that recognize extended DNA sequences. Elsewhere we have described the generation of zinc finger domains recognizing sequences of the 5-GNN-3 subset of a 64-member zinc finger alphabet. Here we report on the use of these domains as modular building blocks for the construction of polydactyl proteins specifically recognizing 9-or 18-bp sequences. A rapid PCR assembly method was developed that, together with this predefined set of zinc finger domains, provides ready access to 17 million novel proteins that bind the 5-(GNN) 6 -3 family of 18-bp DNA sites. To examine the efficacy of this strategy in gene control, the human erbB-2 gene was chosen as a model. A polydactyl protein specifically recognizing an 18-bp sequence in the 5-untranslated region of this gene was converted into a transcriptional repressor by fusion with Krüppel-associated box (KRAB), ERD, or SID repressor domains. Transcriptional activators were generated by fusion with the herpes simplex VP16 activation domain or with a tetrameric repeat of VP16's minimal activation domain, termed VP64. We demonstrate that both gene repression and activation can be achieved by targeting designed proteins to a single site within the transcribed region of a gene. We anticipate that genespecific transcriptional regulators of the type described here will find diverse applications in gene therapy, functional genomics, and the generation of transgenic organisms.
Since Jacob and Monod questioned the chemical nature of the repressor and proposed a scheme by which the synthesis of individual proteins within a cell might be ''provoked'' or ''repressed,'' specific experimental control of gene expression has been a tantalizing prospect (1) . It is now well established that genomes are regulated at the level of transcription primarily through the action of proteins known as transcription factors that bind DNA in a sequence-specific fashion. Often these protein factors act in a complex combinatorial manner allowing temporal, spatial, and environmentally responsive control of gene expression (2) . Transcription factors frequently act both through a DNA-binding domain that localizes the protein to a specific site within the genome and through accessory effector domains that act to provoke (activate) or repress transcription at or near that site (3) . Effector domains, such as the activation domain VP16 (4) and the repression domain Krüppel-associated box (KRAB) (5) , are typically modular and retain their activity when they are fused to other DNA-binding proteins. Whereas genes might be readily controlled by directing transcription factors to particular sites within a genome, the design of DNA-binding proteins that might be fashioned to bind any given sequence has been a daunting challenge.
Our approach to this challenge is based on the recognition of the structural features unique to the Cys 2 -His 2 class of nucleic acid-binding, zinc finger proteins. The Cys 2 -His 2 zinc finger domain consists of a simple ␤␤␣ fold approximately 30 amino acids in length. Structural stability of this fold is achieved by hydrophobic interactions and by chelation of a single zinc ion by the conserved Cys 2 -His 2 residues (6). Nucleic acid recognition is achieved through specific amino acid side chain contacts originating from the ␣-helix of the domain, which typically binds 3 bp of DNA sequence (7, 8) . Unlike other nucleic acid recognition motifs, simple covalent linkage of multiple zinc finger domains allows the recognition of extended asymmetric sequences of DNA. Studies of natural zinc finger proteins have shown that three zinc finger domains can bind 9 bp of contiguous DNA sequence (7, 9) . Whereas recognition of 9 bp of sequence is insufficient to specify a unique site within even the small genome of Escherichia coli, we have demonstrated that polydactyl proteins containing six zinc finger domains can specify 18-bp recognition (10) . With respect to the development of a universal system for gene control, an 18-bp address can be sufficient to specify a single site within all known genomes. Polydactyl proteins of this type are unknown in nature; however, we recently demonstrated their efficacy in gene activation and repression within living human cells (10) .
Herein, we demonstrate the simplicity and efficacy of a general strategy for the rapid production of gene switches. With a family of defined zinc finger domains recognizing sequences of the 5Ј-GNN-3Ј subset of a 64-member zinc finger alphabet (unpublished results), polydactyl proteins specifically recognizing novel 9-or 18-bp sequences were constructed and characterized. Potent transcription factors were generated and shown to control both gene activation and repression. Gene activation was achieved by using the herpes simplex virus VP16 activation domain (4) and a recombinant tetrameric repeat of its minimal activation domain. Gene repression or silencing was achieved by using three effector domains of human origin, the Krüppel-associated box (KRAB) (5), the ERF repressor domain (ERD) (12) , and the mSIN3 interaction domain (SID) (13) . Using luciferase reporter gene assays in human epithelial cells, we show that artificial transcriptional regulators, designed to target the promoter of the protooncogene erbB-2͞ HER-2, can ablate or activate gene expression in a specific manner. Gene activation or repression was achieved by targeting within the gene transcript, suggesting that information obtained from expressed sequence tags (ESTs) may be sufficient for the construction of gene switches. The methodology and materials described here promise diverse applications inConstruction of Luciferase Reporter Plasmids. An erbB-2 promoter fragment comprising nucleotides Ϫ758 to Ϫ1, relative to the ATG initiation codon, was PCR amplified from human bone marrow genomic DNA with the TaqExpand DNA polymerase mix (Boehringer Mannheim) and inserted into pGL3basic (Promega), upstream of the firefly luciferase gene. A human erbB-2 promoter fragment encompassing nucleotides Ϫ1571 to Ϫ24 was excised from pSVOAL⌬5Ј͞erbB-2(N-N) (15) by HindIII digestion and subcloned into pGL3basic, upstream of the firefly luciferase gene.
Luciferase Assays. For all transfections, HeLa cells were used at a confluency of 40-60%. Typically, cells were transfected with 400 ng of reporter plasmid (pGL3-promoter constructs or, as negative control, pGL3basic), 50 ng of effector plasmid (zinc finger constructs in pcDNA3 or, as negative control, empty pcDNA3), and 200 ng of internal standard plasmid (phrAct-␤Gal) in a well of a six-well dish by using the Lipofectamine reagent (GIBCO͞BRL). Cell extracts were prepared approximately 48 hr after transfection. Luciferase activity was measured with luciferase assay reagent (Promega), ␤-galactosidase activity with Galacto-Light (Tropix), in a MicroLumat LB96P luminometer (EG & G Berthold, Gaithersburg, MD). Luciferase activity was normalized to ␤-galactosidase activity.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The erbB-2 Gene as a Target for Zinc Finger-Based Transcriptional Control. The human erbB-2 gene was chosen as a model target for the development of zinc finger-based transcriptional switches. Members of the ErbB receptor family play important roles in the development of human malignancies. In particular, erbB-2 is overexpressed as a result of gene amplification and͞or transcriptional deregulation in a high percentage of human adenocarcinomas arising at numerous sites, including breast, ovary, lung, stomach, and salivary gland (16) . Increased expression of ErbB-2 leads to constitutive activation of its intrinsic tyrosine kinase and has been shown to cause the transformation of cultured cells. Numerous clinical studies have shown that patients bearing tumors with elevated ErbB-2 expression levels have a poorer prognosis (16) . In addition to its involvement in human cancer, erbB-2 plays important biological roles, both in the adult and during embryonal development of mammals (16) (17) (18) .
The erbB-2 promoter therefore represents an interesting test case for the development of artificial transcriptional regulators. This promoter has been characterized in detail and has been shown to be relatively complex, containing both a TATA-dependent and a TATA-independent transcriptional initiation site (19) . Whereas our early studies showed that polydactyl proteins could act as transcriptional regulators that specifically activate or repress transcription, these proteins bound upstream of an artificial promoter to six tandem repeats of the proteins' binding site (10) . Furthermore, this study utilized polydactyl proteins that were not modified in their binding specificity. Herein, we wished to test the efficacy of polydactyl proteins assembled, from predefined building blocks, to bind a single site in the native erbB-2 promoter. We have generated and characterized a family of zinc finger domains that bind each of the 16 5Ј-GNN-3Ј DNA triplets. One reason we focused on the production of this family of recognition domains is that promoter regions of most organisms are relatively GϩC rich. Thus, if proteins recognizing 5Ј-(GNN) x -3Ј sites could be readily assembled from this set of defined zinc finger domains, many genes could be rapidly and specifically targeted for regulation. A protein containing six zinc finger domains and recognizing 18 bp of DNA should be sufficient to define a single address within all known genomes. Examination of the erbB-2 promoter region revealed two 5Ј-(GNN) 6 -3Ј sites and one 5Ј-(GNN) 9 -3Ј site. One of these sites, identified here as e2c, falls within the 5Ј untranslated region of the erbB-2 gene and was chosen as the target site for the generation of a gene-specific transcriptional switch (Fig. 1) . A BLAST sequence similarity search of the GenBank database confirmed that this sequence is unique to erbB-2. The position of the e2c target sequence, downstream and in the vicinity of the two major transcription initiation sites, would allow us to examine repression through inhibition of either transcription initiation or elongation. Further, if we could demonstrate the ability to modulate gene expression by targeting within the transcribed region of a gene, EST data might be used in the design of transcriptional regulators, obviating the need to sequence the promoter region to regulate the gene. An interesting feature of the e2c target site is that it is found within a short stretch of sequence that is conserved between human, rat, and mouse erbB-2 genes (20) . Thus, targeting of this site would allow for the study of this strategy in animal models prior to its application to human disease.
Modular Strategies for the Generation of Polydactyl Proteins. For generating polydactyl proteins with desired DNAbinding specificity we have focused on the assembly of predefined zinc finger domains, an approach that contrasts with the sequential selection strategy proposed by Greisman and Pabo (21) . Such a strategy would require the sequential generation and selection of six zinc finger libraries for each required protein, making this experimental approach inaccessible to most laboratories and extremely time consuming to all. Further, because it is difficult to apply specific negative selection against binding alternative sequences in this strategy, proteins may result that are relatively unspecific, as was recently reported (22) .
We investigated the general utility of two different strategies for generating three-finger proteins recognizing 9 bp of DNA sequence. Each strategy is based on the modular nature of the zinc finger domain and takes advantage of a family of zinc finger domains recognizing triplets of the 5Ј-GNN-3Ј type. Two threefinger proteins recognizing half-sites (HS) 1 and 2 of the 5Ј-(GNN) 6 -3Ј erbB-2 target site e2c (Fig. 1) were generated in the first strategy by fusing the predefined finger 2 (F2) domain variants together by using a PCR assembly strategy. To examine the generality of this approach, three additional three-finger proteins recognizing sequences of the 5Ј-(GNN) 3 -3Ј type were prepared by the same approach. Purified zinc finger proteins were prepared as fusions with the maltose-binding protein (MBP). ELISA analysis revealed that serially connected F2 proteins were able to act in concert to specifically recognize the desired 9-bp DNA target sequences ( Fig. 2A) . Each of the five proteins shown was able to discriminate between target and nontarget 5Ј-(GNN) 3 -3Ј sequence.
The affinity of each of the proteins for its target was determined by electrophoretic mobility-shift assays. These studies demonstrated that the zinc finger peptides have affinities comparable to Zif268 and other natural transcription factors with K d values that ranged from 3 to 70 nM (Table 1 ). Here we determined the K d of Zif268 for its operator to be 10 nM. It must be noted that, for reasons that remain to be explained, one group has reported K d values for the natural Zif268 protein that range from 6 nM to 10 pM, a 600-fold variation (7, 21) . Most studies have reported the K d of the Zif268-DNA interaction to be from 3 to 10 nM (23, 24) . Thus, to compare the results reported here with FIG. 1. Nucleotide sequence of the human erbB-2 promoter fragment used in these studies. Nucleotide positions Ϫ758 to Ϫ1 relative to the ATG initiation codon are shown, with known transcription factor binding sites (16) underlined. Sp1 binding sites are marked as mapped by DNase footprinting (32) . The two palindromic sequences Pal I and II bound by RBPJ (11) are marked by inverted arrows. CCAAT and TATAA sequences are boxed. The major transcription initiation sites (19) are indicated by asterisks. The zinc finger target sequence e2c is underlain with a gray box. The short stretch of sequence identity between human, rat, and mouse genes is indicated by a dashed underline. Restriction sites used for cloning of the promoter fragment are indicated. The arrowhead at position Ϫ24 denotes the 3Ј end of an erbB-2 control promoter fragment lacking the zinc finger target sequence e2c. were expressed in E. coli as MBP fusion proteins. Specificity of binding was analyzed by measuring the binding activity in total lysates to immobilized biotinylated hairpin oligonucleotides containing the indicated 9-bp (A) or 18-bp (B) targets. The nucleotide sequences of the six-finger nontarget oligonucleotides were as follows: e1a, 5Ј-GCC GAG GCG GCC GGA GTC-3Ј; e1b, 5Ј-GTT GTG GCG TTG GCG GCG-3Ј; b3, 5Ј-GCC TGA GAG GGA GCG GTG-3Ј; c5, 5Ј-GCG GAG GCA GGA GGC GGG-3Ј; zif-zif, 5Ј-GCG TGG GCG GCG TGG GCG-3Ј (B). Assays were performed in duplicate and the maximal signals were normalized to 1. The open box on top of each bar represents the standard deviation.
those reported elsewhere, the relative
where both values are derived from the same report. Our results compare favorably to other studies of novel three-finger proteins prepared by using phage display, where affinities 10-to 200-fold weaker than Zif268 were reported (21, 25) .
As an alternative to the serial connection of F2 domain variants, in the second strategy, three-finger proteins specific for the two e2c 5Ј-(GNN) 3 -3Ј half-sites were produced by ''helix grafting.'' As shown in Fig. 3 , the framework residues of the zinc finger domains, those residues that support the presentation of the recognition helix, vary between proteins. We anticipated that the framework residues may play a role in affinity and specificity. For helix grafting, amino acid positions Ϫ2 to 6 of the DNA recognition helices were grafted into either a Zif268 (7) or an Sp1C framework (26) . The Sp1C protein is a designed consensus protein shown to have enhanced stability toward chelating agents. The proteins were expressed from DNA templates prepared by a rapid PCRbased gene assembly strategy. In each case, ELISA analysis of MBP fusion proteins showed that the DNA-binding specificities (Fig. 2 A) and affinities observed with the F2 framework constructs were retained ( Table 1) .
Generation of Six-Finger Proteins for Specific Targeting of the erbB-2 Promoter Region. As discussed above, the recognition of 9 bp of DNA sequence is not sufficient to specify a unique site within a complex genome. In contrast, a six-finger protein recognizing 18 bp of contiguous DNA sequence could define a single site in the human genome, thus fulfilling an important prerequisite for the generation of a gene-specific transcriptional switch. Six-finger proteins binding the erbB-2 target sequence e2c were generated from three-finger constructs by simple restriction enzyme digestion and cloning with F2, Zif268, and Sp1C framework template DNAs (Fig. 3 ). ELISA analysis of purified MBP fusion proteins showed that each of the six-finger proteins was able to recognize the specific target sequence, with little crossreactivity to nontarget 5Ј-(GNN) 6 -3Ј sites or a tandem repeat of the Zif268 target site (Fig. 2B) .
The affinity of each protein for the e2c DNA target site was determined by gel-shift analysis. A modest K d value of 25 nM was observed with the E2C(F2) six-finger protein constructed from the F2 framework (Table 1) , a value that is only 2 to 3 times better than its constituent three-finger proteins. In our previous studies of six-finger proteins, we observed approximately 70-fold-enhanced affinity of the six-finger proteins for their DNA ligand as compared with their three-finger constituents (10) . The absence of a substantial increase in the affinity of the E2C(F2) peptide suggested that serial connection of F2 domains is not optimal. It is possible that the periodicity of the F2 domains of the six-finger protein does not match that of the DNA over this extended sequence, and that a significant fraction of the binding energy of this protein is spent in unwinding DNA (27) . In contrast to the F2 domain protein, the E2C(Zif) and E2C(Sp1) six-finger proteins displayed 40-to 70-fold-increased affinity as compared with their original three-finger protein constituents, with K d values of 1.6 nM and AGT CTG AAT GCC GCA GTG g
GGG GCC GGA AGT CTG AAT g 100 Affinities of three-and six-finger proteins for various target sequences were determined by gel shift analysis. Proteins are named with uppercase letters, DNA target sequences with lowercase letters. F2, finger 2 framework; Zif, Zif268 framework; Sp1, Sp1C framework; mut, mutant; Hs, half-site. With respect to the target site overlap phenomenon, the base following each target sequence is given as a lowercase letter. The affinity of the Zif268-DNA interaction was determined to be 10 nM (unpublished results). Kd values are averaged from two independent experiments, with standard deviations of 50% or less.
0.5 nM, respectively. Significantly, both three-finger components of these proteins were involved in binding, since mutation of either half-site led to a roughly 100-fold decrease in affinity ( Table 1) . The preponderance of known transcription factors bind their specific DNA ligands with nanomolar affinity, suggesting that the control of gene expression is governed by protein͞DNA complexes of unexceptional lifetimes. Thus, zinc finger proteins of increased affinity should not be required and could be disadvantageous, especially if binding to nonspecific DNA is also increased.
The zinc finger domain is generally considered to be modular in nature, with each finger recognizing a 3-bp subsite (7). This idea is supported by our ability to recombine zinc finger domains in any desired sequence, yielding polydactyl proteins recognizing extended sequences of the structure 5Ј-(GNN) x -3Ј. However, it should be noted that, at least in some cases, zinc finger domains appear to specify overlapping 4-bp sites rather than individual 3-bp sites. In Zif268, residues in addition to those found at helix positions Ϫ1, 3, and 6 are involved in contacting DNA (8) . Specifically, an aspartate in helix position 2 of F2 plays several roles in recognition and makes a variety of contacts. The carboxylate of the aspartate side chain hydrogen bonds with arginine at position Ϫ1, stabilizing its interaction with the 3Ј-guanine of its target site. This aspartate also participates in water-mediated contacts with the guanine's complementary cytosine. In addition, this carboxylate is observed to make a direct contact to the N4 of the cytosine base on the opposite strand of the 5Ј-guanine base of the finger 1 binding site. It is this interaction that is the chemical basis for what we describe as target site overlap. Indeed, when the Zif268 F2 libraries were selected against the four 5Ј-GCG GNG GCG-3Ј sequences, both an arginine at position Ϫ1 and an aspartate at position 2 were obtained, analogous to the residues in native Zif268. Since the e2c target sequence (5Ј-GGG GCC GGA GCC GCA GTG-3Ј) is followed by an A rather than a G, a potential target site overlap problem was anticipated with finger 1 of an e2c-specific six-finger protein.
However, in both the Zif-and Sp1C-framework six-finger proteins, the GTG-specific finger 1 containing an aspartate at position 2 appears to recognize the sequences 5Ј-GTGA-3Ј and 5Ј-GTGG-3Ј equally well, as indicated by their very similar affinities to target sites e2c-a and e2c-g (Table 1) .
Zinc Finger-Effector Domain Fusion Constructs for Specific Regulation of the erbB-2 Promoter. To test the concept of using zinc finger proteins as gene-specific transcriptional regulators, the E2C(Sp1) six-finger protein was fused to a number of effector domains (Fig. 4) . Transcriptional repressors were generated by attaching one of three human-derived repressor domains to the zinc finger protein. The first repressor protein was prepared with ERD (12), defined by amino acids 473-530 of the ets2 repressor factor (ERF). This domain mediates the antagonistic effect of ERF on the activity of transcription factors of the ets family. A synthetic repressor was constructed by fusion of this domain to the C terminus of the zinc finger protein. The second repressor protein was prepared with the KRAB domain (5) . This repressor domain is commonly found at the N terminus of zinc finger proteins and presumably exerts its repressive activity on TATA-dependent transcription in a distance-and orientation-independent manner (28), by interacting with the RING finger protein KAP-1 (29) . We utilized the KRAB domain found between amino acids 1 and 97 of the zinc finger protein KOX1 (5) . In this case an N-terminal fusion with the six-finger protein was constructed. Finally, to explore the utility of histone deacetylation for repression, amino acids 1-36 of the Mad SID were fused to the N terminus of the zinc finger protein (13) . This small domain is found at the N terminus of the transcription factor Mad and is responsible for mediating its transcriptional repression by interacting with mSIN3, which in turn interacts the corepressor N-CoR and with the histone deacetylase mRPD1 (30) . To examine genespecific activation, transcriptional activators were generated by fusing the zinc finger protein to amino acids 413-489 of the herpes simplex virus VP16 protein (4), or to an artificial tetrameric repeat of VP16's minimal activation domain, DALDDFDLDML (14) , termed VP64.
Reporter constructs containing fragments of the erbB-2 promoter coupled to a luciferase reporter gene were generated to test the specific activities of our designed transcriptional regulators. The target reporter plasmid contained nucleotides Ϫ758 to Ϫ1 with respect to the ATG initiation codon, whereas the control reporter plasmid contained nucleotides Ϫ1571 to Ϫ24, thus lacking all but one nucleotide of the E2C binding site encompassed in positions Ϫ24 to Ϫ7. Both promoter fragments displayed similar activities when transfected transiently into HeLa cells, in agreement with previous observations (15) . To test the effect of zinc finger-repressor domain fusion constructs on erbB-2 promoter activity, HeLa cells were transiently cotransfected with each of the zinc finger expression vectors and the luciferase reporter constructs (Fig. 5A) repression of erbB-2 promoter activity. The observed residual activity was at the background level of the promoterless pGL3 reporter. In contrast, none of the proteins caused significant repression of the control erbB-2 reporter construct lacking the E2C target site, demonstrating that repression is indeed mediated by specific binding of the E2C(Sp1) protein to its target site. Expression of a zinc finger protein lacking any effector domain resulted in weak repression, approximately 30%, indicating that most of the repression observed with the SID and KRAB constructs is caused by their effector domains, rather than by DNA binding alone. This observation strongly suggests that the mechanism of repression is active inhibition of transcription initiation rather than of elongation. Once initiation of transcription by RNA polymerase II has occurred, the zinc finger protein appears to be readily displaced from the DNA by the action of the polymerase.
The utility of gene-specific polydactyl proteins to mediate activation of transcription was investigated with the same two reporter constructs (Fig. 5B) . The VP16 fusion protein was found to stimulate transcription approximately 5-fold, whereas the VP64 fusion protein produced a 27-fold activation. This dramatic stimulation of promoter activity caused by a single VP16-based transcriptional activator is exceptional in view of the fact that the zinc finger protein binds in the transcribed region of the gene. This again demonstrates that mere binding of a zinc finger protein, even with one with subnanomolar affinity, in the path of RNA polymerase II need not necessarily negatively affect gene expression.
Conclusions. We have demonstrated that zinc finger proteins capable of binding novel 9-and 18-bp DNA target sites can be rapidly prepared by using predefined domains recognizing 5Ј-GNN-3Ј sites. While we have characterized only one-quarter of the 64 domains required for the recognition of any sequence, this information is sufficient for the preparation of 16 6 or 17 million novel six-finger proteins, each capable of binding 18 bp of DNA sequence. This rapid method for the construction of novel zinc finger proteins has advantages over the sequential generation and selection of zinc finger domains proposed by others (21) and takes advantage of structural information suggesting that the potential for the target overlap problem as defined above might be avoided in proteins targeting 5Ј-GNN-3Ј sites. Using the complex and well studied erbB-2 promoter and live human cells, we have demonstrated that these proteins, when provided with the appropriate effector domain, can be used to ''provoke'' or activate expression and to produce graded levels of repression down to the level of the background in these experiments. Our studies suggest that the KRAB domain is significantly more potent as a transcriptional repressor than ERD or SID, and that it is able to inhibit both the TATA-dependent and the TATAindependent transcriptional initiation of this promoter. These repressor domains have not previously been directly compared. We believe that our strategy of using predefined zinc finger domains to construct polydactyl proteins coupled to effector domains has significant advantages over strategies that attempt to repress transcription only by competing or interfering with proteins involved in the transcription complex (22, 31) . Utilization of effector domains that have the potential to act over a distance should allow the application of these gene switches to the regulation of uncharacterized genes and promoters. Because these transcriptional regulators might be prepared by using our PCR-assembly strategy in a highthroughput fashion, we believe it is appropriate to comment on their potential practical applications. Novel DNA-binding proteins generated in this manner should have potential utility in DNA-based diagnostic applications. For the study of gene function, we believe that the ability to both activate and repress the transcription of genes, at graded levels if necessary, may assist in assigning gene function. Since these proteins exert their control by acting in trans, functional gene knockout or activation might be produced in heterozygous transgenic animals. This would drastically reduce the time required to produce a gene knockout in a whole animal and would extend the range of organisms to which knockout technology might be applied. These proteins might also be used in gene therapy applications to inhibit the production of viral gene products or to activate genes involved in fighting disease. Significantly, the ease with which these proteins can be prepared will facilitate the testing of these ideas by the scientific community.
